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In my kit

Can’t live
without
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We delve into the kit of makeup artist and founder of
WOW Beauty, Denise Rabor,
to discover which Salon
Services products she can’t live without

5. Lash FX Sensitive Adhesive, £29.99,
€35.99: A good adhesive like this is
important if you want lashes to stay put.
I love this one because it has a really low
odour and can be used on all clients,
including those with sensitive eyes.
It’s also ideal for lower lash
application – which is great
if you’re going for a
dramatic look.
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1. Trilogy Certified Organic Rosehip Oil,
£13.79*: Rosehip is great for rehydrating
skin that needs a good moisture boost. With
a gorgeous texture, the natural ingredients
make it highly effective at tackling all types
of skin concerns – from wrinkles to scars.

3. Lord & Berry Silhouette Invisible
Lip Liner, £7.49, €9.49: Visibly lined
lips are a huge no-no so this invisible
lipliner is a revelation. It defines
and shapes lips, and its soft and
creamy texture has a long-lasting
effect. The unique combination
of make-up and treatment is
so useful when working with
clients – I can use it on its
own to define the natural
lip line, or apply around
the lips to fill in fine lines
and stop lipstick or
lipgloss bleed.
4. Lord & Berry Smudgeproof Eye
Pencil in Black Brown, £6.99, €8.29:
One of my hero products. This is the perfect
liner if you are always on the go as it lasts
from morning until night. The formula is
suitable for creating graphic-style eye
shadow, too. Long-lasting, waterproof and
smudgeproof – what more could you ask
for in an eyeliner?
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7. Hi Brow Deluxe Professional
Tweezers, £9.99, €10.99: An essential
for every make-up artist’s kit, these
tweezers have the best precision
slant tip for removing hairs, and
they’re always useful for applying
false eyelashes.
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Must-have
“The Twistick combines
the moisturising
benefits of a lip balm
with a colour lipstick
and a gloss”

8. Lord & Berry Bronzer in Brick,
£15.49, €18.49: This bronzer has a silky
formula and a slight shimmer, giving the
skin an instant, natural looking glow and
pick-me-up in just a few sweeps. Also, it
doesn’t disappear by the end of the day
which is a bonus for my busy clients.
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2. Lord & Berry Twistick Sheer Lipstick in
Rock’n Rose, £10.49, €12.59: This is one of
my favourite products and is always included
in my make-up bag. It’s a 3-in-1 sheer lipstick
which combines the moisturising benefits of
a lip balm with a colour lipstick and a gloss.
It’s also available in six shades so it’s easy
to find one to suit different skin tones. I also
love the unique, easy-to-use twist-up crayon
design - it makes application quick and
efficient, which is essential if I’m on a shoot.

6. Ardell
Natural
Demi
Wispies
Black, £2.89,
€3.89: I always
recommend
having a strip of false
eyelashes in your kit
– these natural-looking
lashes are perfect for most
clients looking for volume.
Plus, they’re neither too long
or too short.
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All prices exclude VAT. *Available in UK and online only

9. Carmex Lip Balm Pot, £2.39, €2.79:
I take this everywhere with me –
it’s the ultimate multitasker. The
transparent balm shields clients’ lips
against the drying effects of sun, wind,
cold and pollution – and is instantly
comforting if they have chapped lips.
It’s moisturising, softening, soothing,
healing and protecting – and it has a
nice tingle! I use it daily on bare lips or
over lipstick for a light sheen.
wowbeauty.co.uk
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